Mayor Urges Revision Of Scholarship Policy

At Education Luncheon

Dilworth proposes use of scholarships to attract more students to University

Richardson C. Dilworth, mayor of Philadelphia, urged the admission of more students to the University and said that the surplus of students, the status of the University, and the city's economic status were tied together. He also explained the role of the city's institutions in developing the city's economic status.

Friedman Voting Discipline Head at 11-M Meeting

At All-University Chapel

Mr. Friedman voted for discipline head at 11-M meeting.

Dr. Friedman addresses Economics Soc. Today

Dr. Paul Friedman, professor of Economics, will speak at a meeting of the Economic Society, this afternoon at 4:30 p.m. in Room 150, University Hall, Dr. Irving R. Kravis, chairman of the economics department, announced.

Dr. Friedman, who recently completed a tour of Europe where he visited a number of European universities, will speak at the 11-M meeting on the topic of "The Importance of the Student's Role in the University." He will also discuss the university's role in promoting peace and international understanding.

Dr. Friedman's lecture will be followed by a question-and-answer session with the audience. It is open to the public and admission is free.

Mask & Wig To Entertain At HH Coffee Hour Today

The Mask and Wig Club will present a weekly coffee hour sponsored by the Huntingdon Student Body. The event will take place from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m. in the West Lounge of Haskins Hall.

Chaplain Harris Speaks At All-Univ. Chapel

An All-Univ. Chapel will be held today at 10 a.m. in 610 University Hall. The Rev. Dr. Vivian D. Harris, chaplain at the University, will speak on the topic of "The Importance of Music in Our Lives." The chaplain will be followed by a group of musicians in the exhibition who will perform a variety of musical selections.

Chaplain Harris will be joined by a group of students who will present a variety of musical performances, including a student choir, a student orchestra, and a student band.
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Dr. Friedman's lecture will be followed by a question-and-answer session with the audience. It is open to the public and admission is free.

Open House Will Be Held At Newman Tomorrow

The Reverend John R. Buzzy, chancellor of Newman Hall, will hold an open house for students and faculty on Saturday, May 4, from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

The purpose of the open house is to give students and faculty an opportunity to learn more about Newman Hall and its programs.
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As Seen From

THE PRESSBOX

by Dan Dawley

An with Kel wouli is left ami

Quarters—regrettably the somewhat harshly-endowed "football—"—they didn't even inserch among the top 50 ranks in the nation, which was a story. Doubtless the Harvard coaches didn't feel the Eli hadn't stood up to these itsy-bitsy pallid opposition.

One of the few highlights for Quaker fans in Saturday's 10-7 loss to Yale—Riepl's 21-yard touchdown jaunt. Here Riepl has gotten inside the 10 with Penn's Frank Brody (73) moving in to block Bill We-t (50), Yale tackle Lauren William-trail-in the hack ground.

Frank Riepl is just about to toss a short pass to Tony Williams at midfield.

With time running out in the third period, Yale took to pass. From his own 7 field, finding that all his receivers were covered, he elected to run with the ball. He choosed his right tackle for a chance to reach the Yale end zone. Frank Riepl had run against the second two plays, but with a third and 12 in hand for a first down, Yale decided to take that chance. Riepl turned a perfect pass to re-capture Charlie Goo, who was finally turned out in the 10 of all making the first down.

Riepl could've gone on another intended pass on the very next play, but elected three consecutive short passes, timing and spacing his men for another first down in the 4 to score the quarterly.

The Eli passed from from some basic moves from in the initial formation of the final period, running wide to the left and down the sideline into the red zone. Just to make the afternoon complete for Yale, the Pennsylvania forward who was resting in eventh heaven just a week ago, now have outside help to retain the league n., though.

Although he would say that he felt it would take a miracle to win at long harii to the lackadaisical Quakers many a time and would have some success on some straight-on shots except for Williams' timely challenge.

That's where the pause that refreshes with ice-cold Coke began. Now it's enjoyed t". Must be something to it. And i lave an cold Coca-Cola and sec ... right now.

The Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Co. "Coca" is a registered trademark. © 1965, THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Eli Booters Trounce Quakers, 4-1
To Capture First Place in Ivy League

Pennsylvania's football lightweights outpointed victorious Cornell by virtue of their 60th tally over the Big Red's 10th point on Saturday.

The only score of the hard-fought game came in the second period. Fagel found himself unmarked through to meet a Cornell punt. The field was then picked up by Quarter guard Pete Want who was still remaining 30 yards for the game. Until then the score was that of all the Penn victories to date, the opening score resulted from a blocked punt. The victory has significant meaning because it proved the Red and Blue could not use a hostile playing field.

The contest was a great deal of fighting on both sides which could be attributed to the sub-freezing temperatures and the slippery uncovered turf. These factors prevented either team from getting together any real threat. Due to the closeness of the game, Coach Warren Burton was forced with his regular through, once in a while, with infrequent as a result of free playing the from, and thus the Red. The winning ticket was able to begin its season with a victory over the Big Red. The second Quarters only as the game drove to a close.

150-lb. Eleven Defeats Cornell
For Third Win

Pennsylvania's football lightweights outpointed victorious Cornell by virtue of their 60th tally over the Big Red's 10th point on Saturday.

The only score of the hard-fought game came in the second period. Fagel found himself unmarked through to meet a Cornell punt. The field was then picked up by Quarter guard Pete Want who was still remaining 30 yards for the game. Until then the score was that of all the Penn victories to date, the opening score resulted from a blocked punt. The victory has significant meaning because it proved the Red and Blue could not use a hostile playing field.

The contest was a great deal of fighting on both sides which could be attributed to the sub-freezing temperatures and the slippery uncovered turf. These factors prevented either team from getting together any real threat. Due to the closeness of the game, Coach Warren Burton was forced with his regular through, once in a while, with infrequent as a result of free playing the from, and thus the Red. The winning ticket was able to begin its season with a victory over the Big Red. The second Quarters only as the game drove to a close.

Announcing!
Special Student
DISCOUNTS
on every shoe in stock

NEW HARMONY TRIO
...headliners all!

For more than a quarter-century, students and alumni of leading colleges and universities have worn Lloyd & Haig shoes with comfort and pride. These men valued Lloyd & Haig’s fashion, endurance and basic economy. Yet we realize that cold economics frequently compelled many other students to forego the pleasure of wearing our shoes. In consideration of this fact, we have decided to inaugurate a new policy that will enable more students to get acquainted with Lloyd & Haig’s good looks and long-wearing qualities.

Now, all college and university undergraduates may purchase Lloyd & Haigs at a saving. You need only choose your favorite model, present your matriculation card and receive a special student discount. We make this sacrifice in the firm belief that like many other undergraduates, once you try Lloyd & Haig you will become a customer for life.
Eisenhower Victory Discussed
By Janosik, Thumm Yesterday

Dr. G. Edward Janosik, left, and Dr. Gerald W. Thumm, right, both of the political science department, discuss the outcome of the recent national election at a meeting in Dietrich Hall yesterday.

Dr. G. Edward Janosik and Dr. Gerald W. Thumm, both of the political science department, in a discussion yesterday in Room E-211, Dietrich Hall, agreed that President Eisenhower’s strong personal popularity was largely responsible for his re-election.

Dr. Thumm attributed the President’s popularity to his reputation as a leader and as a family man, while Dr. Janosik contended that a considerable amount of his appeal was due to the “Eisenhower legend” that has been built up by the press. Part of this legend, Dr. Janosik argued, was the belief that the majority of the administration were made up of cabinet officers and men not closely connected with himself.

In regard to Allal Shams, Dr. Janosik stated that the Democratic candidate had only an outside chance and that the extent of the Eisenhower victory was not so surprising.

Primary reasons for Stevenson’s defeat were attributed to his lack of major issues and his poor selection of propaganda, such as his calls to end the draft and abolish hydrogen bombs.

When questioned about the possible effects of the Middle East crisis on the election returns, Dr. Thumm viewed the situation as being in President Eisenhower’s favor. This can be attributed to the reluctance of veterans to change leaders in the time of emergency. Eisenhower’s advocating a peaceful settlement, and the attitude of having a military leader as President in case of eventual hostile action, he added.

HENRY’S
CLEANERS & TAILORS
Suits and Dresses Plain 85c
Shirts Laundered to Perfection 22c
229 SOUTH 40TH STREET

FREUD FRAUD?
Jim was so concerned that he had cold sweats from kissing mirrors. Until one day he asked himself, “Am I truly superior? Do not girls turn me down daily?” Twice on holidays! Are I not, in actually, profoundly inferior? So he decided to consult the famous psychologist, Dr. Hy Porteous. “My boy,” said Porteous, “your Robin Hood illusion is driving you crazy from orderly winkles. It is incurable. In fact, you are incurable. Nothing I can do for you. $50, please.”

Then Jim read an ad for a Van Heusen Century Shirt. He read how its soft collar won’t wrinkle ever... how you can

Gives you more to enjoy
• Quality Tobacco
• Real Filtration
• Full King Size

the taste is great!

FILTER TIP
TAREYTON CIGARETTES

Hughes announces campus interviews for Electrical Engineers and Physicists receiving B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. degrees. Consult your placement office now for an appointment.

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS
Hughes Aircraft Company, El Toro, California
and Tucson, Arizona